The Main-Kinzig-Kreis in Numbers

The Main-Kinzig-Kreis covers an area of approximately 1400 km2, which consists of:
82.6%
16.1%
1.3%

green space
residential area and commercial space
water area

The Main-Kinzig-Kreis is composed of 12 cities and 17
municipalities. The largest cities are
Hanau, Maintal, Gelnhausen, Bruchköbel
For up-to-date data please visit www.wfmkk.de

The Main-Kinzig-Kreis has approximately 420,000
residents, resulting in a population density of 300
people per square kilometre, which is slightly above
the national average. Approximately 136,040 residents
are in employment and subject to compulsory social
insurances.
The basis for the dynamic development of the economic structure of the Main-Kinzig District is its
distinctive mix of industries: production, trade, hospitality, transportation, storage, as well as miscellaneous services. The economy focuses on services,
chemical industry, automation, automotive, materials
and logistics.
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Introduction

Excellent Connections

Thorsten Stolz

Leading industrial businesses and large logistics companies
rely on good traffic axes. The Autobahn A66, as well as the
A3, A7 and the A45 provide a quick connection within all of
Germany.
The nearby Frankfurt Rhein-Main airport and Hanau’s
harbour, as well as central rail connections, are unique
infrastructural prerequisites.

Head of district administration of the Main-Kinzig-Kreis

In the Main-Kinzig-Kreis
we always keep our sights
firmly set on the future
- for regional businesses,
© Hanna Rudolf
but most importantly
together with them.
Therefore, close cooperation and the fast exchange
of information between politicians and administration, municipal authorities and businesses play
a special role. No matter whether a technologyand-start-up centre, a business establishment or
expansion, the Main-Kinzig-Kreis offers numerous
opportunities for employers and employees. A clear
sign of the positive development of the region and
the positive direction it is taking through politics is
the high level of productivity and the comparatively
low unemployment rate.

Continuous Innovation creates
Opportunities

Service, Culture and Quality
of Life

The infrastructure of the Main-Kinzig-Kreis is constantly
adjusted to the tasks at hand. In the home country of Philipp Reis, the inventor of the telephone, a comprehensive
fibre-optic network enables an almost unbounded data
transfer through broadband technology.

Today, the home region of the Brothers Grimm also
known for an outstanding cultural scene, romantic
castles, idyllic parks, picturesque old towns, as well as
numerous markets and festivals. Also unique to this
region are the diverse recreational and sports opportunities, as well as the wellness offers in both of the spa
towns Bad Orb and Bad Soden-Salmünster. Additionally, there are the lovely landscapes of the Spessart,
Kinzigtal and Vogelsberg.

•

In the middle of Europe, directly in the Rhein-Main region

•

In the middle of Europe/directly in the Rhein-Main region

•

Connection to the largest cargo airport

•

High potential of skilled employees

•

Dense motorway network in all directions

•

Well-developed industrial estates

•

ICE route Paris-Frankfurt-Berlin-Moscow-Hamburg-Munich-Milan

•

Strong growth and excellent forecasts

•

Outstanding colleges and diverse educational institutions

•

Connected with universities and trade fair locations

•

Large inland port on the Main river in Hanau

The people in our district contribute significantly
to making the Frankfurt-Rhein-Main region one of
the most efficient regions in the European Union.
Our businesses appreciate most of all the proximity to their sales and procurement markets. Due to
the central geographic position of the Main-Kinzig-Kreis within Europe, its first-class regional, national and international transportation links, it is
well connected to all important destinations.

•

Successful partners in the vicinity

•

High quality of life in metropolitan areas

•

Excellent medical services

•

Efficient administration with competent personnel

•

Committed citizenry from 150 nations

•

Beautiful natural landscapes with high recreational
values

Fairy tale towns make for a high quality of life
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Digitalization and innovation ensure growth

The course for further growth is set. Innovative
businesses and committed business partners are
always very welcome.
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The communal real estate internet portal
offers an up-to-date overview of available
industrial and office spaces in the MainKinzig-Kreis: www.kip-hessen.de

